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ABSTRACT

Water resources management decisions commonly depend on monthly to seasonal streamflow forecasts, among other kinds of information. The skill of such predictions derives from the ability to estimate a watershed’s initial moisture and energy conditions and to forecast future weather and climate. These sources of predictability are investigated in an idealized (i.e., perfect model) experiment using calibrated hydrologic simulation models for 424 watersheds that span the continental United States. Prior work in this area also followed an ensemble-based strategy for attributing streamflow forecast uncertainty, but focused only on two end points representing zero and perfect information about future forcings and initial conditions. This study extends the prior approach to characterize the influence of varying levels of uncertainty in each area on streamflow prediction uncertainty. The sensitivities enable the calculation of flow forecast skill elasticities (i.e., derivatives) relative to skill in either predictability source, which are used to characterize the regional, seasonal, and predictand variations in flow forecast skill dependencies. The resulting analysis provides insights on the relative benefits of investments toward improving watershed monitoring (through modeling and measurement) versus improved climate forecasting. Among other key findings, the results suggest that climate forecast skill improvements can be amplified in streamflow prediction skill, which means that climate forecasts may have greater benefit for monthly-to-seasonal flow forecasting than is apparent from climate forecast skill considerations alone. The results also underscore the importance of advancing hydrologic modeling, expanding watershed observations, and leveraging data assimilation, all of which help capture initial hydrologic conditions that are often the dominant influence on hydrologic predictions.

1. Introduction

Every day, streamflow forecasts are used to support decisions by reservoir operators and water managers who strive to balance a range of competing objectives. The need for better streamflow forecasts—from minutes to seasons—is perenniially raised in studies related to water management (e.g., Raff et al. 2013), and large investments are being made in research, science, and technology that are relevant to streamflow prediction, for example, in weather and climate forecasting, in land surface modeling, and in meteorological monitoring, among other areas. Yet, there is evidence that operational streamflow forecast quality has not substantially improved in the last decade or more (Welles et al. 2007; Pagano et al. 2004); thus, there is a pressing need to understand where forecasting investments have the
greatest potential to benefit specific streamflow predictions made to support water management.

Streamflow fluctuations are driven both by runoff discharging from the watershed’s moisture stores, including soil moisture (SM), groundwater, snowpack, and the channel network itself, and by meteorological forcings to the contributing watershed. Streamflow dynamics are thus determined by two major contributing factors: 1) watershed initial moisture conditions and 2) future weather for short-range forecasts or future climate for monthly-to-seasonal (M2S) forecasts. In operational practice, M2S streamflow prediction skill attributable to climate forecasts is low, while skill attributable to initial conditions varies from low to very high (Wood and Schaeke 2008). The largest predictability at seasonal scales arises in basins with large winter snow accumulation. The process through which snowmelt raises soil moisture, generates runoff, and routes runoff through a stream network to produce streamflow is relatively slow, providing useful forecast accuracy at lead times of up to six months (Wood et al. 2005; Harrison and Bales 2015). The smallest seasonal streamflow predictability is found at the end of a climatologically dry period and preceding a wetter one, such that initial hydrologic conditions (IHCs) provide little contribution to future flows relative to future climatic inputs. In this case, nearly all forecast skill at M2S lead times derives from the skill of seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs).

The predictability arising from IHCs has been exploited for nearly a century in seasonal streamflow forecast practice (Pagano et al. 2014), either through statistical methods (Garen 1992; Pagano et al. 2004) or dynamical (model based) systems (e.g., Hydrologic Research Laboratory Staff 1972). Operational practice has made fewer strides to incorporate potential SCF predictability. Promising efforts in the latter area are the new NWS Hydrologic Ensemble Forecast Service, which allows for SCF incorporation from dynamical models (DeMargne et al. 2014), and the Australian Bureau of Meteorology seasonal forecasts based on a statistical combination of IHCs and SCFs through empirical and dynamical models (Wang et al. 2012).

In contrast, the land surface hydrology research community over the last two decades has been investigating the potential for SCFs to advance seasonal flow prediction and has more recently tried to quantify the relative influence of each predictability source. Wood et al. (2005) verified ensemble hindcasts from a single hydrology model to assess the marginal benefits of SCFs relative to IHCs for western U.S. streamflow forecast locations. More recently, several research efforts using SCFs from the National Multimodel Ensemble (Kirtman et al. 2014) have confirmed the potential for improved runoff and soil moisture prediction through incorporating SCFs into hydrologic prediction approaches, focusing on the United States (Mo and Lettenmaier 2014) and Europe (Thober et al. 2015). Related research has demonstrated the influence of both sources of skill on regional- to continental-scale streamflow predictability, using one or multiple land surface models (e.g., Maurer and Lettenmaier 2003; Berg and Mulroy 2006; Mahanama and Koster 2003; Mahanama et al. 2008; Koster et al. 2010; Mahanama et al. 2012).

Recent efforts in this vein have employed an uncertainty attribution framework that contrasts the streamflow forecast variance arising from an ensemble of IHCs with the forecast variance arising from an ensemble of boundary forcings. Wood and Lettenmaier (2003, hereafter WL03) and Wood and Lettenmaier (2008, hereafter WL08) investigated seasonal streamflow forecast predictability and used climatological variance as a basis for perturbing IHCs and SCFs. Climatological variance was estimated using multidecadal-length historical simulation forcings and model states. The IHC ensemble contains model moisture (e.g., soil, snow, canopy, and routed flow) variables on the day of year of the forecast initialization, from all years, and the SCF ensemble contains historical weather sequences from the initialization day of year forward through the forecast period, from all years. This idealized framework contrasted forecast uncertainty from two hindcasting “end point” experiments: one in which “perfect” IHCs are combined with climatological SCFs, and one in which climatological IHCs are paired with “perfect” SCFs. The former is identical to the traditional NWS Ensemble Streamflow Prediction (ESP; Day 1985) forecasting approach, while the latter was termed “reverse ESP.” Though useful for illustrating variations in the behavior of different watersheds, WL08 noted that the reverse-ESP component is “patently artificial,” because realistic IHC uncertainty is typically much less than climatological uncertainty. Operational forecasters can readily distinguish dry watershed conditions from wet ones, particularly where accumulated watershed moisture is visible in the form of snow.

The WL08 predictability construct has since been applied in a number of predictability studies. Shukla and Lettenmaier (2011) replicated WL08 using the relative error metric from WL03 for 48 hydrologic units spanning the contiguous United States (CONUS) and later extended the analysis to a global domain in Shukla et al. (2013). The work generally corroborated the earlier findings in demonstrating that IHC contributions to seasonal hydrologic predictability are highest in the arid
and snowmelt-dominated hydroclimates (which can be seasonally periodic). Li et al. (2009) applied the construct to the southeastern United States, and in addition explored changes to IHC influence when climate model forecasts are used instead of the ESP climatology. Paiva et al. (2012) focused the technique on the Amazon River basin, concluding that the importance of IHCs indicated potential value for data assimilation. Singla et al. (2012) used the framework (although with different terminology) to study soil moisture and flow predictability in France, determining that the value of SCFs varied regionally, depending on the influence of climate on IHCs. Most recently, Staudinger and Seibert (2014) extended the construct to include model parameter uncertainty in a study of 21 Swiss catchments and found persistence of IHCs ranging from 2 months to at least a year.

It is important to note that these studies have all embraced the perfect-model assumption; that is, in assessing hydrologic predictability, the forecasts are compared to model simulations that are driven with meteorological observations, but not to observed streamflow. The latter choice would recognize a third source (i.e., neither SCF nor IHC) of uncertainty in the assessment: model error (due to structure, physics, and/or parameter uncertainty) that plays a hidden role in perfect-model studies. If model persistence in streamflow simulations is stronger than observed, for instance, IHC influence on predictability could be overestimated. Perfect-model predictability estimates for the same rivers in separate studies can differ when different modeling approaches are used. Indeed, Yossef et al. (2013) highlight differing predictability estimates from those reported in Shukla et al. (2013) for several regions and hypothesize that these arise from process differences such as the inclusion of routing (in the Amazon) and snow modeling (St. Lawrence). Van Dijk et al. (2013) found that model prediction skill can be related to model skill in retrospective simulation, suggesting that the use of calibrated models in the perfect-model framework likely reduces the model error component and potentially errors in quantifying predictability. But calibration cannot eliminate model errors, and because model performance is often judged via one or a few metrics of streamflow, which is a process-integrating variable, the influence of the remaining model error on idealized predictability results is very difficult to quantify.

Limitations notwithstanding, this study extends the WL08 approach toward understanding hydrologic predictability by considering intermediate fractions of uncertainty for IHCs and SCFs that span the range from perfect knowledge to climatological uncertainty. This extension enables the calculation of forecast skill elasticities—gradients in forecast skill relative to predictor skill—a metric that has not been previously formulated. The practical goal of this approach is to provide realistic insights into the potential benefits of efforts to improve streamflow forecasting, for different types of M2S streamflow forecasts, to support water resources program managers who may already have insight into their costs.

2. Models, data, and methods

We apply a variational ensemble streamflow prediction assessment (VESPA) approach through the generation of retrospective predictions (hindcasts) using a CONUS-wide watershed dataset, supporting demonstration, and analysis for a broad range of hydroclimatic settings. The following subsections describe the study’s models, data, methods, and metrics before offering conclusions.

a. A CONUS-wide watershed modeling dataset

We use a CONUS-wide collection of lumped Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting (SAC-SMA) and SNOW-17 watershed models, forcings, and observed streamflow that is described in Newman et al. (2015). The watersheds from this “large sample” modeling collection are a subset of the USGS HCDN-2009 (Lins 2012). Because these basins have minimal human influence, they are almost exclusively smaller, headwater-type basins. Daily forcings for the period 1980–2010 were generated for each basin by areally averaging the daily, 1-km gridded Daymet (Thornton et al. 2012) meteorological dataset over the watershed drainage areas, generating the input forcings—precipitation and temperature—required to drive the daily simulation models used in this study. Potential evapotranspiration (PET), another required forcing, was derived from Daymet solar radiation via the Priestley–Taylor method (Priestley and Taylor 1972). Daily streamflow data were compiled from the USGS National Water Information System.

The SNOW-17 and SAC-SMA model parameters were calibrated to match simulated and observed daily streamflow for all basins using the shuffled complex evolution global optimization routine (Duan et al. 1992, 1993), with the single objective of minimizing daily root-mean-square error (RMSE). The forcing development and model development approach are described in Newman et al. (2015). From the 671 basins in Newman et al. (2015), we selected 424 basins (Fig. 1) by choosing up to 30 basins in each of 18 HCDN regions that had the highest Nash–Sutcliff efficiency (NSE) scores in validation and excluding any basins with an NSE lower than
Some regions had fewer than 30 sites: the Souris–Red–Rainy and Rio Grande regions, for example, had 8 and 7, respectively.

Two locations were selected to illustrate streamflow predictability contrasts. The Chattooga River near Clayton, Georgia (USGS 002177000), is a rain-driven watershed with a contributing drainage area of 530 km² and a mean basin elevation of 760 m MSL. The mean channel slope is 7.1 m km⁻¹, and river length is 73 km. Less than 2% of contributing drainage area is covered by storage and approximately 96% is forested. Annual precipitation is 1750 mm, with rainfall intensities reaching 133 mm day⁻¹ on average once every 2 years. January minimum temperature averages −8°C and snowfall is rare. The Chattooga River upstream flows southward along the South Carolina–Georgia border from its northernmost headwaters in North Carolina, joining the Tallulah River downstream of the gauge to form the major inflows to Lake Tugalo, held back by the Tugalo Dam.

The Crystal River above Avalanche Creek near Redstone, Colorado (USGS 009081600), is a snowmelt-driven basin of 428 km², flowing westward from headwaters in the Rocky Mountains, west of the Continental Divide, before turning north to join the Roaring Fork River, a tributary to the upper Colorado River. Relative to the Chattooga River, it is steeper (channel slope is 26.7 m km⁻¹), higher (mean elevation is 3109 m MSL), shorter (length is 49.6 km), and drier, with an annual precipitation of 830 mm and rainfall intensities of 36 mm day⁻¹ expected on average once each 2 years. The drainage area is 60% forested, containing 2% storage and lakes, and an average January minimum temperature of −17°C leads precipitation to fall as snow between November and April, reaching snow water equivalent (SWE) values on the order of 500 mm at the nearest snow-observing stations, the McClure Pass and North Lost Trail SNOTEL sites.

The observed precipitation and simulated monthly hydrologic water balances of the two study basins are shown in Fig. 2. The Chattooga River drainage receives a relatively uniform precipitation input throughout the year and negligible amounts fall as snow. The seasonal cycle of evapotranspiration, strongest in the summer, creates a moderate seasonal cycle in soil moisture and runoff, leading to the lowest streamflows occurring in summer. The Crystal River drainage receives moderately higher precipitation in the winter and spring than in the summer, but precipitation falls as snow in the months of October–April, on average. Note that the peak simulated basin areal average SWE in this figure is not expected to match the observed SWE at the nearest (or any) SNOTEL station location, due not only to their different spatial representation but to a myriad of terrain-, forcing-, and model-related factors. April sees a mixture of rain, snowfall, and snowmelt, spurring rises in soil moisture and runoff as SWE declines. High evaporation in summer months reduces SM and consequently runoff, which continues to decline through the fall and into the next winter snow accumulation period. The Chattooga and Crystal River models were well calibrated, exhibiting daily streamflow calibration.
(validation) NSE values of 0.90 (0.78) and 0.90 (0.86), respectively.

b. Variational ensemble streamflow prediction assessment approach and application

We investigate combinations of different fractions of uncertainty for IHCs and SCFs, spanning the range from perfect knowledge to climatological uncertainty. The VESPA approach is illustrated in Fig. 3. In contrast to the ESP and reverse-ESP techniques (Figs. 3a,b) that combine a single perfect IHC or SCF with a climatological ensemble for the alternate source of predictability, VESPA uses all members of the ensemble of IHCs in turn to initialize an ensemble of SCFs. The IHC and SCF ensemble variances are scaled to between zero and the climatological variance taken from a continuous retrospective simulation dataset (Fig. 3c). In this study, the retrospective simulation dataset spanning 1981–2010 provided \( N_i = 30 \) initialization dates on a given day of year and \( N_f = 30 \) meteorological forecast members.

To form an ensemble of IHCs for a selected initialization day of year (e.g., 1 April) and historical year \( i \), the simulated IHC moisture state vector \( \mathbf{M}_i \) is linearly blended with \( \mathbf{M}_j \) from each of the historical years \( j \) in \( 1 \leq j \leq N_i \). Each blended moisture vector creates an IHC ensemble member. The blending function is a simple weighted average, using a weight \( w_{IHC} \) that varies from zero to one. For a given weight and hindcast initialization year \( i \), each blended forecast initialization vector \( \mathbf{M}_{ij} \) (i.e., for initialization year \( i \) and blending year \( j \)) is

\[
\mathbf{M}_{ij} = \mathbf{M}_i (1 - w_{IHC}) + \mathbf{M}_j w_{IHC}
\]

for each year \( j \) in \( 1 \leq j \leq N_f \).

The state vector \( \mathbf{M} \) for the SNOW-17 and SAC-SMA models contains seven primary carryover moisture variables: the soil water components—upper- and lower-zone tension and free-water contents, the lower-zone primary water content, as well as the additional impervious area (ADIMP) and SWE. Channel input from SAC-SMA to the routing model (the unit hydrograph method) was also blended with this linear weighting approach, including inputs beginning several days prior to the forecast date, back to the time of concentration of the watershed. The moisture vector components are of course specific to the models being used and could in some models include energy-related variables. Through oversight, several temperature-related variables that could have been included in the initial snow state vector here (such as antecedent temperature index) were omitted. Subsequent assessment (not shown) indicates that their exclusion has negligible impact on the results, in part because of the time-averaged nature of the predictands being assessed.

The climate forecast ensemble members are constructed via a similar blend approach, but with an added step to account for the forecast being a time series rather than a single vector associated with a single date. In each retrospective forecast, the year of historical forcings (daily precipitation and temperature) beginning on the forecast initialization date represents the perfect meteorological and climate forecast \( \mathbf{C}_i \) for the initialization year \( i \). Each member of the SCF ensemble \( \mathbf{C}_{ij} \) is created by blending \( \mathbf{C}_i \) with the forcings \( \mathbf{C}_j \) from the matching calendar period in each ensemble forecast year \( j \) in turn, according to

\[
\mathbf{C}_{ij} = \mathbf{C}_i (1 - w_{SCF}) + \mathbf{C}_j w_{SCF}
\]

for each year \( j \) in \( 1 \leq j \leq N_f \).

This operation is applied to the monthly averages of forecasts because the combination of forcings time series cannot be a simple weighted average of the daily forcings, which would create unrealistic daily weather patterns. To create realistic daily patterns matching the blended monthly values, the daily values of each month in \( \mathbf{C}_i \) are shifted (for temperature) or scaled (for precipitation) so that their monthly averages equal the
weighted monthly averages $C_{ij}$. If the weight $w_{SCF}$ equals zero, each member $C_{ij}$ represents a perfect climate forecast in this idealized framework. If $w_{SCF}$ equals one, $C_{ij}$ has the daily pattern of $C_i$ with the monthly climate of $C_j$. Note that the meteorological ensemble members created via this blending procedure are more similar to each other than traditional ESP ensemble members because their daily sequences arise from the $C_i$ trace alone. Although the broad variation of climate-scale amplitudes in the ensemble still leads to substantial ensemble spread, an exploration of alternative blending procedures, or the use of a weather generator in this context, may lead to improved replication of the traditional ESP, if desired.

In each case, the weights indicate the amount of uncertainty present in each predictability source: zero signifies zero uncertainty, or perfect knowledge, whereas unity signifies complete uncertainty, as estimated from the historical period climatology. The square of the weight equals the fraction of climatological variance present in the scaled uncertainty. ESP can be represented by $w_{IHC} = 0$ and $w_{SCF} = 1$, and reverse ESP can be represented by $w_{IHC} = 1$ and $w_{SCF} = 0$. In this study, we assess the impact of nine different weight values ($w = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.90, 0.95, 1.0$) for each predictor, leading to 81 different combinations of IHC and SCF uncertainty, or 81 hindcasts per watershed location per initialization month. Given $w$, the approximate percentage of climatological variance explained in the predictability source $v = 100(1 - w^2) = (100, 99.8, 99, 94, 75, 44, 19, 10, 0)$. We treat $v$ as a measure of predictability source skill.

The hindcast period, which is a basis for estimating climatological uncertainty, is the 30-yr retrospective
period 1981–2010. All of the nonzero weight combinations lead to a total ensemble comprising $30 \times 30$ or nominally 900 members, although the ensemble members in which the verifying year (the blend year) matched the forecast year or the initial condition year were later removed during skill assessment. Twelve forecast initialization dates are used: the first day of each calendar month, for the retrospective forecast period of 30 years. The number of 30-yr-long watershed model simulations required for the study totaled approximately 370 million, not including many additional simulations performed during method development. The runs were executed on the NCAR–Wyoming supercomputer.

c. Evaluation metrics and forecast skill elasticities

We evaluate three predictands—forecasts of mean streamflow for 1-, 3-, and 6-month periods with zero lead time. The study objective is to discriminate IHC and SCF influences on prediction skill and uncertainty; thus, the forecasts are verified against simulated streamflow forced by meteorological observations. Consequently, the forecast errors depend solely on the SCF and IHC errors and do not include modeling error. For the (largely) illustration purposes of this paper, we apply one metric to define forecast skill, the squared correlation (coefficient of determination) of forecast ensemble medians with observations $r^2$, which estimates the fraction of climatological variance explained by the forecast. For readability in the text below, we describe $r^2$ as a percentage rather than a fraction.

The assessment of streamflow forecast skill resulting from multiple combinations of IHC and SCF skill allows the calculation of gradients in forecast skill relative to IHC and SCF skill, which represent streamflow forecast skill elasticities. Elasticity $E$ is defined in this study as the unit change in flow forecast skill for a unit change in predictability source skill. Elasticity is different for each predictability source, and our findings suggest that it is not constant across the predictor skill domain: $E$ varies depending on the IHC and SCF skill of the system for which it is calculated. For example, the elasticity of flow forecast skill with respect to SCF or IHC skill can be different in a system with substantial uncertainty in both IHCs and SCFs than in a system with near-zero uncertainty in each predictor. We calculate $E$ from the linear gradients in flow forecast skill between adjacent IHC and SCF variance weight combination points. Such gradients can also be calculated differently (e.g., by averaging over a larger region of the forecast skill surface, or by fitting an analytical surface—or in one dimension, line—to the hindcasting results and then calculating derivatives analytically).

In this paper, we calculate elasticities for variance weight combinations that approximately represent the current state of M2S forecasting practice, that is, the ESP approach. In essence, we ask the following question: Given our current practice, how do improvements in skill for either predictability source impact streamflow forecast skill? From the low error ranges in the streamflow simulations of calibrated models, we infer here that the model-based estimates of watershed moisture (IHCs) also have relatively low uncertainty from a year-over-year standpoint, whereas operational climate forecasts used in ESP have nearly climatological uncertainty. Consequently, for flow forecast skill elasticity to IHC skill, we calculate the elasticities across the predictor skill interval $v_{IHC}$ between 94% and 75% skill. We opt to average this calculation over two SCF skill levels $v_{SCF}$ of 10% and 0%, although one could also use only one $v_{SCF}$ level or average over more levels. For flow forecast skill elasticity to SCF skill, we calculate the elasticities across the $v_{SCF}$ interval representing 0%–10% skill, and we then average results at two IHC skill ($v_{IHC}$) levels, 94% and 75%. Using the notation $[v_{IHC}, v_{SCF}]$ to denote a variance weight combination point, an example of the calculation of streamflow forecast skill elasticities around this ESP point for IHCs and SCFs, respectively, is the following:

$$E_{IHC}[ESP] = \left( \frac{S(F[94,10]) - S(F[75,10])}{94\% - 75\%} \right) + \left( \frac{S(F[94,0]) - S(F[75,0])}{94\% - 75\%} \right) / 2$$

and

$$E_{SCF}[ESP] = \left( \frac{S(F[94,10]) - S(F[94,0])}{10\% - 0\%} \right) + \left( \frac{S(F[75,10]) - S(F[75,0])}{10\% - 0\%} \right) / 2.$$
means that changes in the skill of a predictability source have no influence on the skill of the flow forecast, whereas positive elasticities indicate that improving a predictability source will improve the flow forecast skill.

3. Results

The application of the VESPA approach is presented first via a comparison of results for the two focus watersheds, followed by aggregated regional analyses.

a. Predictability variations in two watersheds

On any given day of the year, a watershed experiences season-specific land surface conditions and also expects season-specific forecast period climate conditions; thus, the climatology of a forecast can vary markedly with initialization season and forecast period. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate such variations, showing 6-month hindcasts made with different levels of uncertainty for the Chattooga and Crystal River study locations, respectively. The top plot in each figure shows the combination of
100% climatological uncertainty for both IHCs and SCFs, revealing broad spread and a pattern that repeats each year because of a lack of any information specific to a given year. The next two plots show reverse-ESP and ESP forecasts, and the bottom two plots show two combinations of partial reductions in IHC and SCF uncertainty—a high reduction leading to 25% uncertainty, and a low reduction leading to 81% uncertainty.

For the Chattooga River, the elimination of SCF uncertainty in reverse ESP dramatically reduces the spread and improves the skill of the forecasts, even while the IHCs contain no information, for all forecast initialization months. In contrast, the ESP hindcasts in which IHC uncertainty is eliminated retain ample spread and show less improvement in the hindcast correspondence with observations. These effects are also evident in the bottom two plots, where high reductions in SCF uncertainty (to 25%) are more effective at improving forecast skill than low ones with high reductions to IHC uncertainty. The Crystal River (Fig. 5) hindcasts have greater seasonal climatological variation in both mean and spread (top plot), with large uncertainty in high-flow months and narrow uncertainty in low-flow months. The reverse-ESP and ESP hindcasts show greater seasonal variations in uncertainty influences than were found for the Chattooga River. Reducing SCF uncertainty to zero most improves the hindcasts (i.e., reduces spread and median error) in fall and winter, whereas reducing IHC uncertainty most improves the hindcasts in spring and

Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for the Crystal River location.
summer. It is clear that the uncertainty of a December 6-month forecast is almost entirely controlled by SCF skill, whereas IHC skill almost entirely determines June hindcast uncertainty. The final two plots also show these effects, albeit less clearly because of the blending of uncertainty contributions.

Further insight into the performance of streamflow hindcasts illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7 can be gained by plotting the surface describing the skill of the forecast versus the skill in the two predictability sources, IHCs and SCFs, as estimated from the eighty-one 30-yr hindcasts. Figures 6 and 7 show contours of the streamflow forecast skill for the two locations for all 12 initialization dates, for the 6- and 1-month predictands, respectively. Estimates for skill of the ESP, reverse-ESP, perfect, and climatological predictions are located in the bottom right, top left, top right, and bottom left of each thumbnail figure, respectively.

In Fig. 6 (left), the rainfall-driven Chattooga River watershed shows relatively uniform predictability gradients throughout the year, with slightly greater predictability in fall than in summer. For all forecast initialization months, the skill gradient slope indicates that SCF skill has a stronger influence on the relatively long duration predictand than IHC skill, though IHC skill also affects streamflow forecast skill. The controls on snowmelt-driven Crystal River 6-month forecast skill, in contrast, vary by month according to the hydrologic cycle depicted in Fig. 2. The water year begins with IHC skill as the stronger influence because runoff from October to March is largely driven by base flows, a function of watershed soil moisture. The climate variability of the late fall and winter begins to affect runoff during snowmelt in late March and April. As April and the following months enter the forecast period (e.g., in November and December), the skill gradients in the plots first flatten, indicating that SCFs are critical, and then gradually steepen again as the accumulating snowpack transfers predictability from the climate to the land surface. From March through August, 6-month predictability is
dominated by the IHC skill and uncertainty because the majority of runoff in this period consists of summer snowmelt. In September, SCFs begin to contribute to predictability for runoff variability through fall, given the diminishing influence of snowmelt combined with direct late summer rainfall effects on runoff.

The 1-month streamflow forecast skill gradients (Fig. 7) show similar contrasts between locations, and for the Crystal River site, between forecast months. The Chattooga River gradients are steeper than for the 6-month forecasts because IHCs exert greater control over runoff. In the Crystal River watershed, SCFs are no longer influential in the fall and early winter months because the snowmelt runoff that is linked to SCF variability is not within the forecast period. IHCs dominate 1-month forecast skill in the fall and late summer. April and May show a strong SCF control (the horizontal skill gradients), indicating that climate variability within the months, the heart of the snowmelt period, can drive runoff variation directly. SCFs and IHCs have mixed influence in September and October, when declining SM variability (from snowmelt) balances climate variability in determining runoff (see Fig. 2).

Another way to use the multiple skill combinations of the variational ensemble assessment to understand contributions to streamflow forecast skill is to examine the effects of adding skill in one predictability source, while fixing skill in the other. Figure 8 shows, for each forecast initialization month, the effects of augmenting skill in each source from a baseline of climatological uncertainty, for increments of 19%, 44%, 75%, and 100% skill (i.e., variance reduction in either IHCs or SCFs), while the other predictability source is held at climatological uncertainty. For the Chattooga River location, adding SCF skill has relatively more benefit than adding IHC skill as the prediction period lengthens from 1 to 6 months (read from top to bottom). The variations from month to month reflect sampling uncertainty ($N = 30$ for each hindcast) given the modest seasonal cycle of the watershed, although the results suggest a relatively stronger IHC (and lower SCF) influence for fall month seasonal forecasts.

---

**Fig. 7.** As in Fig. 6, but for 1-month streamflow forecast skill.
For the Crystal River (right), IHCs dominate predictability during most forecast initialization months, and for the 1- and 3-month forecasts, can lead to perfect skill despite a lack of information in the climate forecasts, for snow accumulation months when soil moisture controls runoff. SCFs are important for forecast periods that include the spring months of high runoff variability (mostly March–May).

b. Regional comparisons

The results for the two focus locations gave an example of the regional difference in the relative
contributions of IHC and SCF skill to flow forecast skill. Forecast skill elasticity—the unit change in flow forecast skill per unit change in a predictor skill—provides a metric for intercomparing skill sensitivities and ultimately for discussing the value of improvements in a predictability source for a given location, initialization date, and predictand. Figure 9 shows elasticities for all study locations for four forecast dates (1 October, 1 January,
1 April, and 1 July) and predictand (3-month streamflow) to illustrate the regional variation in skill dependence in more detail. As noted earlier, the elasticities are calculated around the skill combination point that approximates skill levels in an ESP forecast: low IHC uncertainty and near-climatological SCF uncertainty (Wood and Schaake 2008; Werner et al. 2004).

Despite much site-by-site variation, three broad elasticity regions emerge. On the U.S. West Coast, which has a maritime climate regime, flow forecast skill is sensitive to SCF but not IHC skill in most of the wet season (fall, winter, and early spring, with rainfall-driven runoff), and the strongest sensitivity to IHC skill comes to the southern United States in spring and summer. The Intermountain West and northern Great Plains regions, which experience subfreezing winter temperatures and a prominent snow cycle, in contrast, indicate a strong role for IHC skill but not SCF skill during much of the year. Last, the eastern United States south of the Great Lakes, which has a more humid regime with rainfall-driven runoff but variable winter snow in the north, shows stronger influences of SCF than IHC skill throughout the year. This is especially evident in fall and winter, when soil moistures are relatively higher and strengthen the precipitation–runoff response. As one can surmise from the more detailed results of the two study locations, the hydrologic dynamics behind these sensitivities vary by forecast start date and predictand. They also vary (see Figs. 6, 7) depending on the “predictability point” at which the elasticities are calculated.

It is not possible to show similar results for the remaining 32 combinations of forecast date and predictands. We instead summarize regional findings for monthly variations in skill elasticities in Figs. 10–12, which are for 1-, 3-, and 6-month streamflow forecasts, respectively. The regional summaries in some cases include substantial subregional variation that can be seen in Fig. 9—for example, the Pacific Northwest combines dry and cold interior locations with wetter, more maritime locations—but show cross-regional variations nonetheless. We use the same predictability combination point so that the results describe, in effect, potential skill improvement benefits relative to current practice. As might be expected, the generally higher IHC elasticities in Fig. 10 compared to the generally higher SCF elasticities in Fig. 12 confirm that progressively longer forecast periods translate the streamflow prediction challenge from a mostly IHC-driven problem toward an SCF-driven one. Even for the shorter 1-month predictand in Fig. 10, though, several regions exhibit higher SCF elasticities. The Ohio, Tennessee, and lower Mississippi regions may have faster-responding soils that drain quickly and reduce the runoff persistence from soil moisture and may also experience high-intensity tropical storms that overwhelm runoff regulation by land surface storages.

For 3-month streamflow forecasts, eastern regions (such as the mid-Atlantic) show SCF skill rising above IHC skill in importance, while in the western United States, the hydroclimatic patterns of either wet and dry seasons, or cold and warm seasons, lead to seasonal reversals in the dominant influences on streamflow prediction skill. During the dry California and Northwest summers, for instance, SCF skill has little value for improving streamflow predictions, versus high value for forecasts leading into or beginning in the wetter fall and winter months. In the Rio Grande River basin, like the Colorado, the snow cycle leads to three distinct

Fig. 10. Regionally averaged streamflow forecast skill elasticities for 1-month predictions on the first day of every month. Elasticities are shown for a baseline capability with a combination of IHC and SCF uncertainty levels of approximately 16% and 95%, respectively.
predictability regimes: the late summer to winter high IHC predictability as runoff that is driven by soil moisture variability, the late spring snowmelt runoff regime that is driven by a mixture of climate variability, and the late spring to summer regime that is driven by snowmelt and rising soil moisture.

For 6-month streamflow predictions (Fig. 12), SCFs become the dominant streamflow predictability source in the Pacific Northwest, California (until spring), the midwestern regions, and much of the eastern United States. The Great Basin, upper Colorado, and Souris–Red–Rainy regions sustain strong spring through end-of-summer IHC influence, in part because of the snow cycle. A dip in the summer through early fall SCF predictability in the Ohio, upper Mississippi, Tennessee, and both Atlantic regions appears to be related to the depletion of soil moisture during summer and the role of precipitation in soil moisture recharge during fall.

4. Discussion and conclusions

We apply a model-based variational ensemble streamflow prediction assessment (VESPA) approach to investigate the major sources of streamflow predictability across a wide range of different CONUS streamflow locations, forecast dates, and periods. The approach is motivated by interest in quantifying the relative potential for advancing monthly to seasonal streamflow forecasting through investing in improvements to the major sources of predictability—our ability to monitor current watershed conditions and/or to upgrade and apply watershed-scale climate predictions. To this end, we define the metric forecast skill elasticity to estimate the linkage of source skill capability improvements to potential benefits for streamflow prediction skill. For a specific forecast to support a specific reservoir operation (e.g., a 1 May 2-month runoff forecast to inform reservoir refill), forecast skill elasticities can suggest both where efforts should be devoted and also how much improvement might be expected, given the current state of the practice and realistic potential improvements in predictability sources.

Many of the skill sensitivity results in this paper will be easily recognized by those engaged in the practice of hydrologic prediction or in research into land surface predictability. For instance, the dominant contribution of IHCs (particularly SWE) to long lead predictability in the western United States is a foundation of operational seasonal forecasting, and a reason why climate forecasting, with both weaker skill and flow forecast skill elasticity in many months, has been relatively undeveloped. The link between dry or subfreezing climate periods, which restrict variation in hydrologic fluxes, and higher streamflow predictability corroborates earlier findings that linked wet climate periods with lower predictability.

The quantification of forecast skill elasticities nonetheless adds a useful dimension to these insights. A key finding is that in many western U.S. locations, the elasticities are greater than one for both IHCs and SCFs. For SCFs, this result argues that the low levels of skill for precipitation forecasting (e.g., <10% improvement over climatology) can lead to higher, potentially usable levels of skill for seasonal streamflow prediction (e.g., >10% improvement). This result contradicts the perception of low SCF utility that has been common in operational flow forecasting, inhibiting the development of SCF-based flow predictions even in regions of relatively strong climate predictability and potential management value (such as the hydropower-rich Northwest). The
reasons for the amplification of skill between IHCs or SCFs and streamflow warrant further investigation but may relate to the time-integrated formation of snow or soil moisture anomalies over the winter and spring, as well as to subunity runoff ratios and nonlinearities or threshold behavior in the forcing–runoff response.

The variation of elasticities by month, region, and predictand has an important implication for climate prediction evaluation and services from the water-sector perspective. The best climate forecast across a range of these dimensions (e.g., for all 3-month seasons and regions) is unlikely to be the best climate forecast for any particular season, location, prediction, and decision use. In the age of multiple climate forecast options (such as the North American Multi-Model Ensemble), users would likely benefit from determining their selection or weighting of climate forecast sources with specific predictands in mind. We note, however, that the forecast skill elasticities alone, lacking knowledge of the hydroclimatological variability and water management practice in a region, can provide a misleading depiction of the real value of the component forecast capabilities. For instance, the highest skill elasticities associated with low-variability summer base flows or subfreezing regimes arise because of high natural hydrologic persistence and predictability, which obviates the need for a streamflow forecast.

The major goal of this paper is to demonstrate VESPA as a strategy for understanding forecast skill dependencies, yet we make a number of choices that could be handled differently in other studies. We use a single skill metric (i.e., $R^2$), relatively simple calibrated models (SNOW-17 and SAC-SMA), a linear scaling approach to blending IHCs and SCFs, a limited number of predictands (3) and forecast dates (12), and a specific set of skill combinations (81) that may not resolve skill gradients optimally for many purposes. We also note the sensitivities and skills presented are dependent on the quality of the model simulations, which, though calibrated, are not perfect. Given the number of watersheds assessed here, it lies beyond the scope of this paper to explore these implications, but further research in this area would be of interest.

A second objective of the paper is to provide a broad-based analysis of forecast skill sensitivities across CONUS, sufficient to provide insights into hydroclimatically driven variations in skill at the watershed level. The summary-level perspectives and insights from the two focus watersheds illustrate the detailed assessment that has been created for all 424 watersheds. This assessment supports a key finding from prior work: IHCs are so critical to many prediction objectives that continuing the substantial investment toward improving their estimation is surely warranted. Such IHC-related skill upgrades can come through improvements to the reanalysis and real-time monitoring of meteorology and hydrology (e.g., of snow and streamflow), to watershed models (via better parameter estimation and forcing preparation), and/or through data assimilation techniques that reduce IHC error by leveraging unexploited observations (Liu et al. 2012). Second, we find that for some predictands, the application of SCFs provides the only effective avenue to add new skill and thus also deserves investigation from forecasting enterprises.

As discussed earlier in the paper, the elasticity results of this paper, like the predictability findings of prior ESP/reverse-ESP analyses, are likely to depend in complex ways on the modeling and other choices made in the analysis. A clear direction for future work in this area is to move beyond perfect-model experiments.

Fig. 12. As in Fig. 10, but for 6-month flow predictions.
where possible. The incorporation of observations (of streamflow or other variables) will be essential to begin to understand and quantify the role of modeling uncertainty in model-based predictability studies. For now, this paper describes only part of a strategy toward full decomposition of streamflow prediction skill and uncertainty, the end goal of which is to support the design of research and development toward improving streamflow forecasting and ultimately, water management.
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